Report examines faculty role

by Chris Sullivan

A report drafted recently by the Subcommittee on Faculty Ethics of the Faculty Manual Committee outlines proposals for increasing the role of the faculty in University government, and for redefining Notre Dame's priorities with weighted reference to the views of faculty and students.

According to Dr. Peter Walshe, African Studies Program director and one of the four framers of the report, it represents a significant attempt to re-examine a view of the University as primarily "community of faculty and students...a learning community." All of the report's recommendations reflect that "central viewpoint," Walshe said in an interview Tuesday.

The subcommittee's report divides into five major sections regarding the status of the University in general, the religious tradition at Notre Dame, the relationship of the University to society, faculty ethics and academic freedom, and the proposed augmenting of faculty power in the governance of the University.

Dr. Walshe explained that in writing the first section, the subcommittee tried to establish the prime importance of the activity of the faculty and student body, the University's general purpose as well as that of each individual within it, relates finally to this faculty-student group.

The present University government, Walshe said, "should take into account" the central place of faculty and students. The report goes on to state that if this were taken into account, "the principle administrative officers" would be "acceptable to and accountable to, the faculty and students." Walshe also pointed out the report's de-emphasis of full-time administrators in favor of those who would "come up, serve...and return to the faculty.

Notre Dame is a "peculiar institution" in its religious tradition, Walshe continued, substantiating the report which, he claimed, attempts to take the tradition and "challange it to meet the intellectually exciting prospects within economism.

In its third section, the report details the reciprocal relationship between the University and the surrounding society. In return for "benefactions," the University owes society certain services. The University further must continually provide a useful critique of the society. The report concludes: "society needs the University, and yet needs to keep from being assaoccled by it."

A faculty member, the report states in its section on ethics, "is a maker of policy, a scholar, and an educator." Among his functions are questioning and redefining the institution while being "always in some sense its representative."

Finally, "in light of the above," the report proposes that the faculty should be represented on the Board of Trustees and that the highest administrative officers should be appointed "by common agreement between the faculty Senate and the Board of Trustees."

Dr. Walshe said that no plans had been made to implement the proposals but he suggested that a committee be created by University President Pr. Theodore M. Hesburgh to focus on the report and to review the implications of the two recent open letters from faculty on the future of the University.

The suggested committee would include representatives from the Administration, the Faculty Senate, the Board of Trustees, and from among the signatures of the letters.

Walshe re-emphasized that the report's main intent was to promote "discussion" rather than to serve as "a definitive statement." He cited "genuine interest in the report" on the part of the faculty.

Serving with Walshe on the subcommittee on Faculty Ethics are Professors Harvey Bender, of the biology department, Edwin Guernier, of the government department, and John Houck of the business faculty.

Chris Sullivan
World briefs

(e) 1972 New York Times

Saigon.-A series of attacks by the North Vietnamese in the moun-
tains west of Hue were reportedly thrown back after 100 of the foe were
killed. In the central highlands to the south of Hue, the enemy was
reported to have moved levee artillery into position to shell the
city of Ly Nhu.

Moscow.-American lecturers will be able to give courses in Soviet
universities and vice-versa under the terms of an enlarged cultural
exchange agreement signed in Moscow by the United States and the
Soviet Union. The agreement allows such country to send up to eight
full-time university professors to the other country.

Hong Kong.-In a communique released in Hong Kong, the North Viet-
namese government said that "every Vietnamese citizen has the right
duty to fight the American aggressor anywhere on Vietnamese
soil." The statement, following a similar statement by China on
Monday, was the closest either country has come to admitting that
North Vietnamese troops were fighting in South Viet-
nam.

Calibration of Life
1:30-lecture, Innece vacca, remai\ng will be at
am con., stapleton
lounge.
1:30-lecture, sr. kathy
reiricht, women, care
and prayer-appeal and
life activity, campus
ministry room.
2:30-lecture, ann clark, femi
logic-do women think logically,
stampelton lounge.
3:30-lecture, kathleen
mulaney, women in
communication
and government,
stampleton lounge.
3:30-lecture, p., ren
kline, prof. edward
vasta, literature in
establishing feminalness
and maleness, campus
ministry room.
3:30-lecture, gald ralph, to
be black and female,
stampleton lounge.
3:30-lecture, terry smus,
for, red ralaly, women in
athletics, campus
ministry room.
7:30-lecture, ginni
chance, women in
the economy,
stampleton lounge.
9:00-dance, the impact,
regina south lounge.

Cat assumes throne May 11

In keeping with the ambivalent
spirit of his short reign, SRP B.
Calhoun Kersten has decided, after
extensive consultation with Un-
candidate the Cat, that students
have better things to do than suffer
through another election cam-
paign.

"I've decided to allow Cat and
her spokesman Ed Gray to assume
the throne on my Ascension,
although I'll mentally stay in
office until May 11 to insure that
I'll have all of my term papers
typed by the student government
secretary," Kersten proclaimed
last night.

He added, with an enigmatic
grin, "Ed will immediately begin
setting up government under a
plan we've been working on since
an election and the number of
students who would vote are all
questionable factors.

Kersten was escorted into the
office by Gray and H­
Man did have a comment,
however, she was said to be
pleased with the prospect of
moving her sandbox into the larger
office after the abdication. H­
Man had a comment, "I've
really gotten along
with student I.D.

Need some help
on your term papers?

We have
Electric Typewriters $9-week
Manual Typewriters $6-week
Adding Machines $9-week
(Total and monthly rates available)

TV Sets and Mini Refrigerators at
surprisingly low rates, too! Also
roll away beds for that extra guest
on weekends

10% Discount with student I.D.

Chicago's First Jeweler • Established in 1837

The royal announcement of the
changing of the guard was con-
cluded when Kersten noted,"Though
the student body presence is not an office I'd wish
on a friend, Ed and I have not
really gotten along
away beds for that extra guest

Low cost dependable
jet flights to
EUROPE.
Choose from more
than 40 flights.
NO AGE LIMIT.
Complete travel
information.
Call 259-9710,
evenings 5-11.

Be the first to
give him a

Mustache Spoon

Authentic Reproduction of Antique, Circa 1870
Sooner or later, everything comes back in style.

First, the mustache. Now, the Mustache Spoon.
A great gift for your guy—whether he's a boy-
friend, fiancé, son, husband, father or even
grandfather. With built-in mustache guard, no
more splashes or stopped mustache soup time.

Handsomely executed in heavy silverplate by
Reed & Barton, as was the 1870 original, this
temporary counterpart. 8" long, comes with
a dashing red flannel "security blanket" that
go into the pocket for dining
out occasions. Attractive,
Ideal gift for graduation,
grooms, roommates,
Ideal gift for graduation,
grooms, roommates,
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Term paper companies to be sued

By Jerry Lukus
Observer News Editor
Ohio State University has begun the first legal action against independent term paper writing companies. Two weeks ago they asked for and received injunctions dependent term paper writing companies. Two weeks ago they were served with an order by the Attorney General's office.

Term Papers Unlimited, Easy Writer, and Education Term Papers Unlimited's files—have purchased papers and the professors to whom the papers were submitted. Officials have threatened a contempt of court charge if these files are not handed over.

The files were taken from the company's files before the county sheriffs delivered the injunction. The company was notified by the news media who were alerted by the Attorney General's office.

The restraining order prevents the companies from doing any further business and ordered the sheriffs to impound all files. The order also prevents any destruction of materials by the firms.

The restraining order charges the three companies with causing students to break OSU's code of conduct.

The conduct whereby a student in response to academic assign­ments prepared by the defendants, representing the same to be his own work, constitutes fraud against the University from which the defendants benefit in a material manner,” the order charged.

The operators of the company claimed that their's was a service not unlike that of Encyclopedia Britannica. They view their service as a research set up. "Those businesses offer the service of writing an original paper on any topic for a specific price,” he charged.

The restraining orders against Easy Writer and Education Term Paper Research could not be served on Wednesday with the order against Term Papers Unlimited. Lantern sources claim that the operators made themselves unavailable. The orders, however, were served and resulted in a hearing delay from the originally scheduled April 15 to April 25.

There has been no legal action taken against the term paper companies. Two University of Michigan students, however, felt the pinch of University discipline in the professional term paper controversy. Last November, they submitted the same purchased term paper to an American literature professor. The Michigan Daily verified that the two students have been placed on academic probation and failed for the course.

Regional Environmental Teach-In
April 15
Sessions from 10-5
Admission - Free
Life Science Center

SOUTH

Junior, April 19--Pangborn & Farley

After Graduation
then what?

Consider the Marist Brothers Lay Volunteer Program

-Spend a year with us--stay as long as you like.
-Work with young people in any one of 58 countries.
-For more information

Toniight 7:30 Fisher Hall
basement lounge
talk with A Notre Dame Graduate now in the program
For more information call 283-1953
Letters

Perplexed

Editor: You mention in Friday's editorial a poll of the faculty's reaction to the March 14th letter alleging a crisis at Notre Dame. The poll is being taken by the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate. You rightly note the incompleteness of that poll. And Professor McLane in his reaction to the March 14th letter, spoke strongly against the propriety of taking a poll of the faculty to respond to the Petroleum Review's allegations of a crisis at Notre Dame. You quoted McLane as saying that the authority, according to the Constitution of the Senate, is limited to preparing the agenda for Senate meetings and to administering and activities of the Senate (involuntary suspension of the Senate's function by the Executive Committee is, I believe, perhaps, to be looked as a minor legal propriety). Perhaps, to be looked as a minor, serious problem, the irony in this case, is that the inexact nature of the procedures of the Senate and the tendency of the Notre Dame community have been scored by the Executive Committee at a time when there is another poll under way, raising the March 14th letter.

1) I think it was my friend on the Faculty Senate that this body, established to represent faculty opinion, was not convened to discuss the March 14th letter or to determine how the Senate might follow up on the letter (for instance, what kind of poll would be taken). Should the results of a poll properly be publicly released? Rather than having convened the Senate, the Executive Committee of the Senate acted on its own and polled the faculty before opposition to the letter could be publicly expressed. No Senate discussion, no public rebuff in the press to the March 14th letter—quickly forward to the poll of the faculty—that the Executive Committee acted beyond its authority seems clear; that authority, according to the Constitution of the Senate, is limited to preparing the agenda for Senate meetings and to administering and activities of the Senate (involuntary suspension of the Senate's function by the Executive Committee is, perhaps, to be looked at as a minor legal propriety). What is perhaps, to be looked as a minor, serious problem, the irony in this case, is that the inexact nature of the procedures of the Senate and the tendency of the Notre Dame community have been scored by the Executive Committee at a time when there is another poll under way, raising the March 14th letter.

2) The brief note which the Executive Committee sent along with the poll to each faculty member indicated that the Executive Committee “has been asked to ascertain more fully the sentiments of the entire faculty.” As I asked by whom? That is a question many faculty have been raising. It seems that the Executive Committee was not asked by members of the Administration or by a Faculty petition from Senate members or other faculty members. The request for the hastily taken poll apparently emerges from within the Executive Committee itself. The Executive Committee includes two signers of the March 14th letter; one of these is the Chairman of the Executive Committee.

3) Over the last week and a half, a rumor has been circulating among the faculty to the effect that the results in the poll were running 14 to 1 in favor of those substantially raising the March 14th letter. I have no way of knowing whether or not such reports on the poll are true. I do question the propriety of releasing (leaking) the present results of a poll while the poll is yet being taken (note the “bandwagon effect” that operates in democratic politics). In two instances, the rumor was traced to a member of the Executive Committee. Obviously, I cannot identify myself without embarrassing my work, or my colleagues. I can only say that I am a faculty member who holds no administrative position. I write only to report on the procedure, surrounding the current poll of the faculty. From this point, we must face into the future. Perplexed

Celebrations you?

The organizers of the “Celebration of Self” at St. Mary’s have assembled one of the largest assemblies of students to speak on this campus in years. It is unquestionably the best group of Women’s Liberation speakers South Bend has seen.

Why the poor turnout? An average of six people attended the afternoon sessions including one male. Sessions were combined because the speakers justifiably did not want to address a group of three. The keynote speech, delivered by Nancy Considine, drew only 50 people.

Today’s topics include:
- the possibility of remaining single, according to the authors of “Marriage Guidance”
- the sense of sex differences in reasoning by Ann Clark, a professor of philosophy
- discussions of women in communication, government, athletics, library, and the economy

Wednesday’s finale is a dance in Regina South under new ground rules: singles preferred, couples dutch.

It is quite possible that the results in the poll were running 14 to 1 in favor of those substantially raising the March 14th letter. I have no way of knowing whether or not such reports on the poll are true. I do question the propriety of releasing (leaking) the present results of a poll while the poll is yet being taken (note the “bandwagon effect” that operates in democratic politics). In two instances, the rumor was traced to a member of the Executive Committee. Obviously, I cannot identify myself without embarrassing my work, or my colleagues. I can only say that I am a faculty member who holds no administrative position. I write only to report on the procedure, surrounding the current poll of the faculty. From this point, we must face into the future. Perplexed

Jim McDermott

The greatest line in The Graduate had to be when one of the "great successful entrepreneurs" says "would you please get off the campus for me, I want to consult with the woman I love."

The plastic life presents few real problems to anyone. Put on the nice plastic smile, recite the time-honored phrases of "concern" for your "personnel needs," and be relevant. It's a common way to live, sheltered in the mask of "caring." It allows an appearance of living according to Christian and human values, but does not demand the effort that these life styles require.

It's plastic to sit in your room and ignore reality, thinking that you are secure in this. Most people have talents that they have not discovered, or have never fully realized and used. There is enough opportunity to utilize these latent talents in the world.

Most college students do not see children at all. Perhaps when they go home, they'll put up with younger brothers or sisters, maybe cousins, or watch the play of the smaller kids on the block. But there are kids out here that need some care and affection. Big Brothers, tutoring, and work at the Children's Hospital have all attracted people from the Notre Dame-St. Mary's community, but it is clear that they are always needed some help—even a few hours a week.

There is no need to go off campus to find things that need doing. There are organizations on campus that don't get a lot of attention, but help make the place reasonable to live in. For instance, no one really notices the work that some of the broccoli do. We all use the major concerts that the Social Committee put on in the Convio or Stapes, but don't realize the work that went behind it. We can lament all the mistakes and late delivery of the campus phone directory last semester, but how many would care to do anything to help get it out earlier?

It is wise for you to get a few speakers in, helping someone with a course, or taking the time to know a person that no one really tries to know. Plastic tends to shield out others, especially if they need a real person.

Taking off the plastic could start to improve this place. For example, we could have more candid communication between the administration and everyone else, as well as between students.
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Charles Evers, mayor of Fayette, Mississippi was the first black man ever to run for governor in that state. He ran knowing he had a small chance of winning, but his efforts reaped many victories in other areas.

For example, due to Evers and his John Lewis' voter registration efforts, the number of black voters in Mississippi has doubled in the past several years, individuals who have lived on the edge of a society in order to take a sharp and critical look at it. Berrigan has gone in search of the most forgotten fearful, and black of all. He thought of the people (priests, sisters, good friends) are careered in political battles, the prison, the loneliness, the double, the cheap price of their lives even before them.

Dan is understood now, his hope is gone neither the church, the church, the universities, the people of America. Instead he has gone beyond the hope of visible images, his hope is deeper, much much more real than any hope that rests in a time, a space, world. Essentially what we must see here is Dan's modesty. Only if you understand death or madness can one feel responsible for living, one can only do what I can do.

Address Consultant to the draft board at Catonsville and from 1971.

Chairman, committee on the Social Sciences, 1969- ; Chairman, Board of Visitors to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1969-1968; Member of University Committee on Education, 1965- ; Advisory Council on Urban Studies, 1970-1968.

I have become increasingly aware of how difficult it is for most of us to respond in the best ways that are available to us. softball, he is a man always calling us to move ahead, he is a leader always changing, he is a radical person, he is a man always trying to be back back captured American. Berrigan's life is a professor of that type. The paradox of Berrigan is that he is a man of his life after his. He is not begging her, "I have become increasingly aware of how difficult it is for most of us to respond in the best ways that are available to us. softball, he is a man always calling us to move ahead, he is a leader always changing, he is a radical person, he is a man always trying to be back back captured American. Berrigan's life is a professor of that type. The paradox of Berrigan is that he is a man of his life after his.
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Vietnam, the first since 1967, had would not comment on where the railhead and storage center miles north of the demilitarized zone had taken place. But American officials in Saigon, which has been trying for three days to reach the besieged base to bring out an estimated 100 South Vietnamese wounded made little progress as it encountered stiff enemy opposition.

In Binh Long Province, near the mountainous area of the Vietcong's B-52 mission, 110 miles southeast of Saigon, Vietnam today launched a series of heavy day-long assualts around Fire Division. The Viet cong radio today announced that a 'revolutionary administration has been set up' in the hamlets in Binh Long with a population of 25,000. American and Vietnamese, 20 miles southeast of Hue, Vietnam's capital, is considered the key link in the city's western defenses. It guards against the enemy's traditional infiltration routes from Laos through the A shau Valley and then to Hue. Bao Lang has been shelled nearly every day for the past two weeks, and Thursday's exchage was cut off by road from Hue, troops from the crack South Vietnamese 23rd Division have continued to patrol outside its perimeter.

Two other government outposts between Hue and Hue got the radio attack yesterday. Thursday, April 10. It is believed in Saigon that the Viet cong's B-52 raids on North Vietnam, the first since 1967, had been launched by the North Vietnamese recently began striking American forces, which Surface to Air Missile sites close to the demilitarized zone to protect themselves from the B-52s. The American troops and their Vietnamese wounded made little progress as it encountered stiff enemy opposition.

In Binh Long Province, near the mountainous area of the Vietcong's B-52 mission, 110 miles southeast of Saigon, Vietnam today launched a series of heavy day-long assualts around Fire Division. The Viet cong radio today announced that a 'revolutionary administration has been set up' in the hamlets in Binh Long with a population of 25,000. American and Vietnamese, 20 miles southeast of Hue, Vietnam's capital, is considered the key link in the city's western defenses. It guards against the enemy's traditional infiltration routes from Laos through the A shau Valley and then to Hue. Bao Lang has been shelled nearly every day for the past two weeks, and Thursday's exchage was cut off by road from Hue, troops from the crack South Vietnamese 23rd Division have continued to patrol outside its perimeter.

Two other government outposts between Hue and Hue got the radio attack yesterday. Thursday, April 10. It is believed in Saigon that the Viet cong's B-52 raids on North Vietnam, the first since 1967, had been launched by the North Vietnamese recently began striking American forces, which Surface to Air Missile sites close to the demilitarized zone to protect themselves from the B-52s. The American troops and their Vietnamese wounded made little progress as it encountered stiff enemy opposition.
Wildcats outslug Irish nine, 9-6

by Vic Deir

Notre Dame's baseball team lost its home opener to the Northwestern Wildcats yesterday, and the game—the eleventh of the year for the Irish—started pitcher Ed Hrabacak with one of the season's undesirable 'firsts.' With the score knotted at 6-6 in the top of the eighth inning, Hrabacak served up a gopher ball to Wildcat's third baseman Bill Bauer, and Bauer slammed the appearance. It was the season's first home run by an Irish pitcher, and the ball landed in the deepest corner of center field for a three-run tally. The Irish lost the game 9-6.

During the early going, though, Notre Dame was the team with the advantage. Junior Mike Riddell started on the mound for ND, and was very sharp in his three-inning appearance. He allowed no runs and but three hits, and was able to turn around the visitors a 9-6 lead in the top of the first inning. Hrabacak served up a gopher ball started on the mound for ND, and Bauer slammed the appearance. He allowed no runs and but three hits, and was able to turn around the visitors a 9-6 lead in the top of the first inning.

Bauer's long-distance shot virtually wrapped things up, and wonning pitcher Bob Artimentos, who opened the game at shortstop and moved to the mound in the seventh, shut down the Irish during the final two innings. The Irish collected 14 hits during the game, and they were led by Dan Phelps (who had three) and Gene Helfrich (two apiece.) Northwestern staged their comeback in the sixth inning, with the score tied at 6-6 in Notre Dame was the team with the advantage. Senior Mike Riddell took the mound for ND, and was very sharp in his three-inning appearance. He allowed no runs and but three hits, and was able to turn around the visitors a 9-6 lead in the top of the first inning.

Riddell retired the Wildcat leadoff man in the top of the first, but Bob Brooks reached on second basemen's error, and tried to score from first when Tom Hansen's error, and made it to second on a throwing error by the Northwestern second baseman, and scored on Phelps' Texas league double. Northwestern staged their comeback in the sixth inning at the expense of reliever Rich Eich, who worked a pair of scoreless frames before running into trouble. Eich, who had trouble keeping the ball down, opened the sixth by walking Bauer, the Wildcat cleanup man. Gene Helfrich flew out to center field, but Eich loaded the bases by walking Bob Roemer.

First baseman Dave Skarín singled to drive in one run, and then Bob Dekas, the 'Cat's' third baseman, hit a line into the left field corner for a bases-clearing double. Hrabacak relieved Rich, and was able to turn around the visitors a 9-6 lead in the top of the first inning.

SMC b-ball tourney slated

Girls interested in entering teams in the SMC basketball tournament to determine the school's representative in the annual An Annual Tourney Self-contest between the last time against Riddell in the third, but a deep fly to center field ended that threat. The Irish posted single tallies in the first, third, and fifth innings.

Bauer's long-distance shot virtually wrapped things up, and wonning pitcher Bob Artimentos, who opened the game at shortstop and moved to the mound in the seventh, shut down the Irish during the final two innings. The Irish collected 14 hits during the game, and they were led by Dan Phelps (who had three) and Gene Helfrich (two apiece.) Northwestern staged their comeback in the sixth inning at the expense of reliever Rich Eich, who worked a pair of scoreless frames before running into trouble. Eich, who had trouble keeping the ball down, opened the sixth by walking Bauer, the Wildcat cleanup man. Gene Helfrich flew out to center field, but Eich loaded the bases by walking Bob Roemer.

First baseman Dave Skarín singled to drive in one run, and then Bob Dekas, the 'Cat's' third baseman, hit a line into the left field corner for a bases-clearing double. Hrabacak relieved Rich, and was able to turn around the visitors a 9-6 lead in the top of the first inning.
"Term Papers: We have them—all subjects. Send for your FREE descriptive brochure on top-quality research papers.

The writing and assignment beginning appeared in college newspapers in the United States two years ago. Term papers were the latest triumph of the student nightmare, have become a part of college life. They're a nightmare of a small co-op near the University of California at Berkeley, where they were first based in 1988.

A problem became obvious last semester when the large number of paper companies use to prevent issuing "fake-safe" systems that the companies use to prevent issuing the same paper to two students in the same class.

Duplicated papers have been accidentally submitted in courses at the University of Michigan and Harvard University. According to the Harvard Crimson, a graduate student was suspended for a year, and an undergraduate was expelled for getting in pretentious advertising.

The Michigan Daily reported a similar case last November. Two students at an American literature class were caught when they submitted the same paper on Henry David Thoreau's "Walden" Both students were failed in the course and placed on academic probation.

"One of the students contacted the paper and said she had paid $27.97 to Write-On, a national organization, for a five-page "original" paper. Write-On which is based in Eastern Mich., reportedly sells 10,000 papers per week through its offices in Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.

The owner and manager of the syndicated services, Art Heaston, was surprised by the duplication, according to the Daily. "I don't know how it could happen," he said. "Our system is fail-safe."

Notre Dame and St. Mary's have not had such a publicly-broadcast incident, but knowledge of the services is widespread. Advertising in the Observer and campus flyers have made the availability of pre-written papers obvious. The observer now charges $12.50 for such advertisements.

While the University has not looked against the services or the advertising, professors have taken proactive action of their own.

"I don't think that one of those papers would work in my course," according to one history professor."I require something different in the papers, a specific angle or approach that I want to see. If the paper isn't written with that angle in mind, it won't be acceptable."

Other professors are requiring several of the best papers or book reports rather than a single long paper.

Student views of professionally-written papers vary.

Many say they understand why someone would want to use the papers, but would frown on their use. Most remembered long papers that they had done and said they would feel cheated if another student had gotten the same mark for a plagiarized paper.

Another reason that students may not utilize the services is the high cost. For example, Write-On will charge 2 dollars per page for "used" start-ups, and $3.50 for "custom written" papers. A description of the controversy is not yet clear. The California legislature was urged to ban these services.

Some college papers have refused advertising attempts. In the end, they continue to run them. Lawyers in Boston and California are studying the legality.

One legal question was opened in the March 15 edition of the Daily. One of the students involved reported that she would like to be informed of any chance that she would be discovered using the papers. If I can have a paper, I'll do it, she commented.

In the heart of downtown South Bend

GOOD FOOD AT MODERATE PRICES

"Steaks, Chops, Chicken Sea-Food
Quiet atmosphere - pleasant surroundings

COME IN AND ASK US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL FRIDAY PLAN FOR STUDENT GRADUATES

Call 746-8384

Pound for Pound, Dollar for Dollar, America's Best Equipped Luxury Sport Car!

COME SEE METRO AND ASK US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL FRIDAY PLAN FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

Metro Motors, 102 West Solomons Ave, South Bend

John Smith

JIM HIBBS PONTIAC

1111 Lincolnway E. Mishawaka 355-4771

If there's one time you need a friend...

. . . it's when you seek employment. That's our business. When you are seeking employment or a step-up from your present job, visit us. We'll be glad to become involved with people who understand your needs. And can do something about it. That's the key. On something about it. Look us up in the Phone Book. We're here to help you.

Smiths lead SMC seminar

by Stan Podlesack

Ann and John Smith led a thought-provoking seminar entitled "Women, Abortion, and the Law" yesterday afternoon in Stapleton Lounge as part of Celebration of self-Expression. The program was attended by a dozen students and several faculty members.

Several brief opening remarks were made by the third year law student, who has made SMC bio major, regarding the legal rights of the woman in biological conception while no homicide law considered an inheritance laws concerned an "first trimester", "second trimester", and "third trimester". From conception; from birth; from birth through one's twenties beginning of electric brain impulse; 10 or 15 years (depending on legal abortions.) Does a human fetus have a soul at conception?

These and other questions were presented to which no one claimed to have an answer.

Legitimization of abortion was seen by some as a way of protecting the mother, but defended the concept of professional help which is currently unavailable as being no longer required. The consensus, of the participants, found inconsistent that various substance laws concerning the unborn child individual from conception while no homicide law permits prosecution of individuals killing babies born emerged from the womb at birth-live which is legitimate conception.

When is the fetus a human being? From conception; from birth; from 8 to 12 weeks beginning of electrical brain impulses; 10 or 15 years (depending on legal abortions.) Does a human fetus have a soul at conception?
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